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Send CV at Google Company: Advantages for Employees

Google is definitely the right place to make the top 50 employers by Fortune magazine for the
work. Google is a no doubt good contender for many social functions, including such
advantages, cafes, health and the working environment.
This is the 2nd consecutive year that Google has really dealt to take the top position on the
value of Fortune.

Standard benefits that are 100% Google offers health insurance and childcare on site.
Moreover, new mothers can avail 18 month maternity paid leave, while fathers to 7 weeks.
The company also offer to its employees the best opportunities of spending time at Google
platform with different incentives.
They also have a great interest in the protection of the environment and have research
department related modern green technologies. Google really strives to be as effective as
possible; a mental attitude that is conveyed by its employees is to be in terms of energy
savings, subsidizing employees to buy electricity in the amount of $ 1,000. Employees in
California can avail special discounts with installation offers of solar panels in their homes (if
they can install solar panels in their homes).
Google is also perfect and cool in that it allows you to work to bring their pet policy that
glowing animal friends. The necessary requirement is that different dogs, cats and various
others must be sufficiently well behaved and housebroken. And in the Inquirer, the United
Kingdom stated that the company policy is under review for a pet like python, which is not very
well educated and terror created chaos in the office of New York.
The company is illustrious for hiring graduates of law schools with promising a whopping $
160,000 per year. Their employees are earning very high as compared to other companies and
their income is almost $ 69,000 per year. That is what some managers earn other companies.
The San Jose campus of eBay has special anti-stress areas for employees who need a little
rest and relaxation. Rooms with comfortable pillows and mats are ideal for the noon prayer and
meditation so that employees feel refreshed and revitalized their functions back.
Camden Property Trust is a 20% reduction or relaxation for employees. Apartment complex are
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available for company employees on vacation, so that they can enjoy fully furnished apartments
for only $ 20 a night.
If you work at Google you can take all above benefits and you are lucky to have everything you
want. Google is the best, very suitable and healthy place to work!
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